
Consultation response on the proposed Merchant Shipping (Bridge Visibility) (Small Passenger Ships) Regulations 20XX 

The responses to the consultation along with any MCA reply are shown below. There were two responders to this consultation. 

Port of London Authority 

The Port of London Authority support the supposed changes to legislation. 

London Duck Tours (LDT) 

The table below gives the LDT response to the consultation along with the MCA reply, which is on the right-hand side in blue text. 

LDT strongly opposes the creation of an unnecessary new SI on the following grounds: 

1) LDT believes the MCA are not addressing Bridge Visibility 
and situational awareness, they are simply addressing the 
issue of flexible side screens and whether they should be 
rolled up or down. 

 

MCA believe that the Bridge visibility regulations as a whole 
address bridge visibility and situational awareness. The issues 
related to side screens are inexorably linked to visibility as it is 
considered that visibility through a flexible side screen is poor, 
especially in wet conditions (when a screen might well be 
used). The amendments relating to the prohibition of visual aids 
for the purposes of primary all-round visibility are intended to 
address situational awareness. 

2) The creation of a new SI which, the MCA admit, solely 
penalises LDT is disproportionate and vexatious. 

 

The bridge visibility regulations have been in force in some 
form since 1992 – with the current SI applying from 2005. The 
2005 regulations apply almost wholly to existing ships that are 
already in compliance and this will continue to be the case for 
the proposed 2018 regulations. The changes made to the 2005 
regulations in the proposed 2018 regulations were not made as 
part of a wholesale review of the regulations but rather to 
address the specific issues of: 

- A regulatory gap that exists for vessels with a registered 
length of 45m but less than 55m (which is the application 
length for SOLAS requirements). 



- A lack of clarity within the definition of enclosed 
passenger deck and the use of visual aids when 
determining sight lines. 

It is necessary to achieve these aims through regulation to 
ensure that the regulations are clear, and the amendments 
apply to all vessels that fall under the scope of the regulations. 
Addressing these issues through non-regulatory means would 
leave the regulations unclear and would not close the 
regulatory length gap. 
Whilst it is considered that at this stage LDT are the only 
operator affected by the changes to definition of enclosed 
passenger deck and the prohibition of visual aids for primary 
sight lines if these changes are not made then the regulation 
remains open to challenge by any operator. In order to ensure 
that the regulation is able to be applied as intended then 
changes need to be made to the statutory instrument. 

3) Creating legislation for one operator then exempting that 
operator from it seems poor use of Government’s time and 
resources. 
 

The amendments to the bridge visibility regulations are not 
creating new legislation – the regulations have been in force in 
one form or another since 1992 – but rather to clarify the 
existing requirements. As noted above it is necessary to amend 
the Regulations to provide this clarification as, without changes 
to the SI, the Regulations cannot be applied as intended and a 
level playing field cannot be achieved.  
References to the potential for LDT to seek exemptions have 
arisen since, unlike other vessels in the scope of the 
Regulations, the LDT ships are amphibious and operate on the 
road as well as Categorised Waters. It is noted that while an 
operator may request an exemption from the Regulations such 
exemptions are only granted after appropriate consideration 
and are subject to certain conditions being met. 

4) The helmsman from the driver’s position has and always has 
had all round visibility, as demonstrated by MCA surveyor 

Whilst the prior certification is noted the MCA have a duty to 
ensure continued compliance and to evaluate vessel 



approval since 1999 and documentation from an independent 
Certifying Authority. With the Second Crew Member acting as a 
look out and the use of mirrors, visibility is enhanced. 
 

arrangements. It is noted that standards evolve over time and, 
as a regulator, MCA also have a duty to ensure our standards 
continue to remain fit for purpose.  As previously 
communicated to LDT the MCA do not believe that the DUKWs 
achieve all round visibility due to the aft line of sight being 
through an enclosed passenger space when the flexible 
screens are down. It is considered that the visibility through any 
flexible screen will be considerably reduced by rain or spray 
and exacerbated by the potential distortion of the screen.  
During favourable weather it is considered likely that a vessel 
fitted with flexible side screens would have them stowed away to 
enhance the passenger experience and allow good airflow in the 
passenger area. Thus, because of their function, the screens are 
generally only used in inclement weather. The visibility through 
flexible screens is much diminished by rain as the droplets distort 
the field of vision, this effect is often worse than it would be on a 
glass window pane as the surface affords more friction than 
glass and thus the water droplets are more likely to stay on the 
surface. In addition to this issue a flexible screen can be distorted 
by wind or even by the way it is fitted to the ship and these 
“ripples” also cause distortion of the view.  

Whilst the second crew member may be acting as a lookout they 
are not a designated lookout. For the use of a dedicated lookout 
to be considered a request for exemption would have to be 
submitted. 

5) Bridge Visibility could, and should be further enhanced by 
the use of technology such as cameras, particularly in the 21st 
Century where driverless technology is already available. Such 
technological advances are more reliable than human 
resources. This is why the MCA’s sister organisations within 
the DfT are embracing technology to enhance safety. 

Whilst the Regulations do not permit visual aids (including 
camera solutions) for primary line of sight there remains a 
provision to request exemption from the Regulations. In this 
case any exemption request would need to be supported with 
evidence that whatever technological solution being proposed 



 provided an equivalent level of safety and situational 
awareness as the requirements of the Regulations. 
The revised bridge visibility regulations also contain a review 
clause and may be reviewed from time to time – as technology 
advances this can be incorporated into future revisions of the 
regulations if appropriate. 
Visual aids continue to be permitted as additional 
enhancements (for example to assist with mooring or to allow a 
view of a forward blind spot) subject to the minimum 
requirements for visibility being met without their use. 

6) Rolling up side screens increases risk. It exposes 
passengers to a risk of developing hypothermia. Additionally, 
when it rains suddenly while under way, there is an increased 
risk of a man overboard situation as passengers stand up 
and/or try to roll down windows as demonstrated when LDT 
returned to river operation in July 2014. This also leads to 
disruptive passengers and arguments. 

Control of passengers on board should form part of the safety 
management of the vessel. If passengers cannot be adequately 
managed in the operating configuration then additional crew or 
controls should be put in place as part of any safety 
management system risk mitigation process.  

 

Cost 

7) The costs exceed the £1million limit allowed for an RTA. We 
thus consider the RTA void. 

An RTA was prepared to give an initial indication of impact. 
Following this a full impact assessment has been prepared by 
Dft economists as is required for domestic measures at the 
implementation stage. This will be subject to full public 
consultation but indicates that the estimated gross annual cost 
to business is significantly below £1 million. 

8) The MCA did not request or collect any data from LDT in 
undertaking this RTA, given the impact upon the sole operator 
we consider that the RTA systemically flawed. 
 

As noted above a full impact assessment has been prepared 
and this now supersedes the RTA. During preparation of the 
Impact Assessment economists used information provided by 
LDT where possible. LDT were then asked for additional 
information and clarification to allow the figures to input into the 
Impact Assessment.  



 

 

Comments on the SI 

9) The SI’s definition of all-round visibility is tautological. The 
use of the word visibility in the definition of visibility is poorly 
drafted. LDT would define visibility by using the phrase “the 
ability to perceive/notice by the eye”. 
i) Thus, the definition would read, ““Visibility” means the ability 
to perceive or notice hazards over a horizontal arc and “all-
round visibility” means ability to perceive or notice over a 
horizontal arc of 360 degrees”. 
ii) Additionally, this would mean 2(a) would read: “as to provide 
the helmsman at the steering position with [the ability to 
perceive or notice hazards over a horizontal arc of 360 
degrees]”. 

The definition of visibility has not changed from that contained 
within the 2005 Regulations. The interpretation provisions are 
not intended to define the term “visibility”, which is taken to 
have its ordinary meaning, but rather to clarify what the terms is 
intended to cover in the context of these Regulations. 
 

10) LDT notes regulation 5(2) (b) (i) The regulations permit 
“large” vessels to have up to 110 metre blind spots (55m x 2) 
where no mirrors or visual aides are permitted. This would 
seem unreasonable for inland waterways where river and canal 
widths are similar sizes. Thus, as this is the minimum level of 
safety, the MCA has structurally mandated a situation where 
the entire channel can be obscured to the helmsman. The 
legislation does not provide mitigation. This is a significant 
hazard to other vessels, especially smaller vessels. The 
legislation mainly impacts on areas where this hazard is most 
prevalent e.g. around London piers and small ports. 
i) The ongoing MAIB investigation “Typhoon Clipper and the 
workboat Alison, collision and sinking close to Tower Pier on 
the River Thames at 11:08 on 5 December 2016” may have 
relevant information to this legislation once the report is 
concluded. We would suggest the SI is not brought into force 

All vessels will have a forward blind spot to a certain degree. 
The two boat lengths permitted by the regulations is the 
maximum permitted by the regulations and in practice many 
vessels will have a much smaller blind spot. 
The Regulations do not prohibit the use of visual aids to 
enhance visibility, including coverage of forward blind spot, 
provided the minimum requirements for visibility are satisfied 
without their use.  
 
The MAIB report on the Typhoon Clipper and workboat Alison 
has now been published and there are no recommendations to 
the MCA.  



until this report is concluded and recommendations made. 
(Marine Accident Investigation Branch, 2016) 
 

11) As a corollary point, the overtaking vessel is responsible for 
avoiding any collision. Most collision accidents on inland 
waterways have been caused by the overtaking ship. The 
legislation requirements should focus on the actual hazards not 
perceived ones. 

The MCA does not agree with the statement ‘the overtaking 
vessel is responsible for avoiding any collision’. Whilst an 
overtaking vessel must keep clear of the vessel she is 
overtaking this does not absolve the vessel being overtaken of 
her obligation to avoid collision (summarised from the 
COLREGS Rule 8(f)(iii)). 
No comment is given on the LDT assertion regarding the 
primary cause of collisions on inland waterways as no evidence 
has been provided in support of this claim. 
As detailed in the explanatory note of the S.I., the bridge 
visibility Regulations (including the requirements for aft 
visibility) implement the recommendations into the report on the 
Marchioness disaster. As such, the Regulations are firmly 
rooted in actual hazards and the vulnerability of small 
passenger ships.  

 

Perception of Hazards 

12) Collison risk is a hazard across all modes of transport. 
Consequently, other transport regulators do have best practice 
models of dealing with collision which could also be applied to 
the maritime industry. LDT do not accept the view that a small 
ship is so different as to warrant not taking best practice from 
other relevant industries. Factors taken into account by other 
industries include: 
 
i) Vehicles if left unregulated can travel in any direction in a 
two-dimensional plane, identical to ships. 
 

Collision risk is not dealt with in a uniform manner across all 
forms of transport – reflecting the differences between 
operational transport modes. Whilst it is considered that certain 
facets of other forms of transportation can inform maritime 
regulation the Regulations should be developed specifically 
with regard to the maritime operational environment. 
 
 
i) Noted – however there are a number of factors that apply to 
waterborne navigation that do not apply to vehicles on roads, 
for example currents and water depth. 



ii) Creation of regulatory lanes/ways where vehicles traverse in 
the same direction or only within a defined space helps mitigate 
collision hazards; because of the limited set of directions a 
hazard can approach 
iii) In respect of i) and ii) Inland water ways and entrances to 
ports and harbours have navigation procedures which create 
shipping lanes. This is due to regulation 9(a) of the col regs .1 
In London, this is reinforced By PLA Bylaws2. Small Ships 
therefore operate on the same modes as a road way. 
iv) All forms of transport operate at night, and in all weather 
conditions; legislation must mitigate for this. 
v) Currently all modes are piloted by humans. Driverless 
transport technology is already in existence. Legislation must 
mitigate for this. The current or proposed SI does not address 
this. Scope should be expanded. 
vi) Technology in all forms of transport has improved safety. To 
highlight examples where this is accepted as common sense, 
ABS systems are safer than a human using its foot to stop a 
car, reversing cameras and sensors on cars have significantly 
reduced collisions, as has radar in the air and marine industry. 
Specific to the marine industries, AIS and echo sounders are 
examples of technology being better than the human eye in 
navigation. 

ii) Regulatory lanes for road vehicles are, in contrast to 
shipping lanes and other marine traffic schemes, generally 
permanently marked with a physical line. 
 
iii) The similarities are noted although differences highlighted in 
MCA reply to i) and ii) and other facets of the marine 
environment mean that inland waterways cannot be considered 
analogous to roads. 
 
iv) Noted – although certain passenger ship classes are limited 
to daylight only operation in favourable weather. 
v) Regulations governing bridge visibility in new and existing 
ships are not the appropriate vehicle in which to deal with 
developing technology. There is no provision for driverless 
technology in currently applicable marine regulations.  
vi) Noted – please see above regarding use of technology. It is 
noted that no evidence is provided in support of assertions 
regarding reduction of collisions and the use of reversing 
cameras. AIS, radar and echo sounders all fulfil functions that 
simply cannot be achieved without technology of some sort 
rather than replacing the function of a human operator. 
 
All UK regulations now contain an inbuilt review clause – the 
regulations will be reviewed every five years and this allows 
advances in technology to be factored in when, and if, they 
become sufficiently mature. 

 

The Human Element 

13) There is no evidence incorporated within the MCA 
consultation confirming a human eye is better than technology. 
The absence of such, questions the validity of the assumptions 

The proposed bridge visibility regulations do not prohibit 
additional systems installed above the minimum requirements 
provided that they do not interfere with the minimum 



made by the MCA. LDT does not believe the implied MCA edict 
that a human is a better detection device than that of a 
specifically designed piece of technology. For this to be false, 
the MCA or other Transport regulators would not legislate for 
any innovations at all. We evidence below how this assumption 
is misplaced.  

requirements which do not rely on technology. The minimum 
requirements are based on a human being having direct line of 
sight – not just the capability of the eye but the ability to 
process the visual view and gain general situational 
awareness. It should be noted that cameras also require a 
human to look at them.  
 
All UK regulations now contain an inbuilt review clause – the 
regulations will be reviewed every five years and this allows 
advances in technology to be factored in when, and if, they 
become sufficiently mature. 

14) Human night vision is much poorer than that of a 
specifically designed night vision camera (Heeger, 2006) show 
that it takes up to 40 minutes for a human to become fully 
adapted to night vison. This is a significant timescale for 
lookouts. This is described in greater depth in (Różanowska, 
2014) which also states “However, a relatively short exposure 
to light of the human retina in vivo, such as 2 minutes, leads to 
a loss of photosensitivity“. A camera does not have either of 
these time sensitivities nor is it affected by artificial light (ships 
lighting or mobile phone screen). At dusk and in poor visibility, 
detection of objects is improved through the use of infrared or 
night vision cameras combined with appropriate warning 
systems. 

It is not considered that this is relevant to the Regulations 
under consultation, however, see above comment with regards 
the use of human watchkeepers in the marine environment. 
 

15) A technological solution can have the ability to zoom and 
enhance images or allow better situational awareness e.g. 
digital filtering techniques, digital stabilisation or “look through 
VR”; these could include handheld devices such as binoculars. 
Such solutions have been used for many years and are 
becoming staples in other industries. An Example which could 
be very useful for small ships is cheap versions of the F35 

As noted previously, the proposed regulations do not ban 
innovative solutions and there is provision to seek to use 
alternative solutions provided an equivalent level of safety can 
be achieved. That said, the MCA does not agree that 
augmented images (by way of zoom or digital filtering 
techniques) provides better situational awareness.  
 



HMDS (Lockheed Martin, 2016) . The proposed MCA 
regulation bans these solutions.   

The use of technology, including heads up displays, may help 
with the perception of events in limited circumstances, however 
this by itself does not constitute situational awareness. It is 
considered that the presentation of distorted images could 
reduce the decision makers understanding of the environment 
and thereby reduce the overall situational awareness.  

15) i) The ability to accurately record through a camera system 
is an invaluable aid to safety and litigation. It can also be used 
for helmsman training and collective learning throughout the 
industry. It is also noted as common sense that humans who 
are recorded modify behaviours towards best practice.  

The purpose of bridge visibility regulations is to set the 
minimum bridge visibility for the purposes of safety. It is not 
intended to provide regulations for the purpose of future 
training or litigation, as doing so this would put additional 
unnecessary requirements on the marine industry.  
 
As previously stated there is nothing in the regulations to 
prohibit fitting of cameras or other data recording devices/visual 
aids for other purposes such as training or as an addition for 
assisting in close quarters manoeuvring etc. However, the 
basic requirements of the regulations must be satisfied without 
use of cameras or other visual aids. 

15) ii) Such systems could supplement the recording systems 
being used by the PLA and the AIS systems. With direct feeds 
to port/navigation authorities.  

This is noted – as stated above – additional technology is not 
prohibited provided the regulations are satisfied without the 
technology and it does not interfere or distract from the all-
round visibility required. 

16) Active detection mechanisms such as ladar, radar, or sonar 
can be continuously employed in monotonous repetitive tasks 
such as distance measurement. Over an 8 hour shift it will be 
far more accurate and diligent than a human.  

Active detection systems are not prohibited but it is considered 
that the systems mentioned are all supplementary to human 
watchkeepers.  
 

17) A human can only learn from its experiences, a robotic or 
artificial intelligence system solution can learn from all 
experiences of all robots; this is a significant benefit. Mistakes 
made by robots can be permanently patched but this is 
impossible for humans.  

The Regulations under consideration do not specifically 
consider training and certification of seafarers and therefore 
this falls outside the scope of this consultation.   



18) We note from (Rothblum, n.d.) 89-96% of collisions are 
caused by human error of which fatigue is a major factor. The 
Crew-specific factors as referred to by (INTERNATIONAL 
MARITIME ORGANIZATION, 2001) are not present to an 
inanimate detection device. Thus by definition these failure 
mechanisms are removed. A camera does not for example:  
i) Suffer from intoxication including drug abuse  

ii) Suffer from fatigue  

iii) Have an argument with the crew causing communication 
failure  

iv) Fail to undertake their duties because of other distractions 
e.g. tip collection. Historical MAIB reports have disclosed such 
failings. We note Case 7 of MAIB Safety digest (MAIB, 2016) 
where the OOW was undertaking other duties even though 
charged with dedicated and sole duty for look out.  

v) Become complacent.  
 

The crew-specific factors are controlled through other 
regulations, specifically the Merchant Shipping (Domestic 
Passenger Ships) (Safety Management Code) Regulations 
2001.  
 
Visual Aids still require a crew member to view and operate 
them, the failure mechanisms referred to above are not 
removed, on the contrary additional failure mechanisms are 
introduced. The philosophy for this is well recognised in IMO 
MSC Circular 1091, the pertinent section is presented below: 
 
“11 Research has shown that automation has qualitative 
consequences for human work and safety and does not 
simply replace human work with machine work. 
Automation changes the task it was meant to support; it 
creates new error pathways, shifts the consequence of 
error further into the future and may delay opportunities 
for error detection and recovery. Automation creates new 
kinds of knowledge demands. Watchkeepers must have a 
working knowledge of the functions of the automation in 
different situations, and know how to co-ordinate their 
activities with the automated system’s activities. This 
manifests itself in situations whereby officers do not 
understand weaknesses or limitations of systems they rely 
on. Training in this respect will become more important as 
systems become more integrated and sophisticated.” 

19) Monotony of the job and boredom is a causal factor of 
fatigue as referred to by (INTERNATIONAL MARITIME 
ORGANIZATION, 2001) and thus result in human error and/or 
accidents. LDT suggest that the proposed legislation increases 
risk in this regard. Ships now should be designed to remove 
tedious but vital safety tasks from humans and reduce the 

The MCA considers the most effective way of controlling 
fatigue is through proper safety management and safe 
manning.  
Whilst emergency warnings and alarms are essential, the use 
of elaborate warnings is generally not recommended across the 



detection problem to one of immediacy and ‘exciting’ issues 
with the use of elaborate warnings lights and sounds.  

marine industry as they are considered detrimental to the 
situational awareness of the operator. 
 

20) LDT direct the MCA to its own reports on the human 
element and the significant risks it entails (Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency, 2010).  

Noted. The MCA is not aware of any currently available 
technology that would remove the human element from 
maritime navigation for vessels in scope of these Regulations. 

21) The backward approach the MCA is taking towards safety 
by rewriting old legislation instead of looking forward and 
embracing modern technology is a major failing of the maritime 
structure within the UK. Sister agencies within the Department 
for Transport (DfT) are taking a proactive view of detection of 
safety hazards. For Example (Office of Rail and Road, January 
2017) concluded “That observing the in-cab monitors as the 
train departs could reduce the risk to passengers as the train 
departs…… ORR encourages and expects drivers to co-
operate with this initiative” And “The onus on all duty holders is 
to continuously improve safety and therefore we will work with 
all parties to ensure they are striving for ever-safer methods of 
train operation, including regarding the technology that is 
available as part of DOO.”  

The proposed regulations do not impose an outright ban on 
innovative solutions and there is provision to seek to use 
alternative solutions provided an equivalent level of safety can 
be achieved. That said, the MCA does not believe that any 
currently available technology is able to replicate the situational 
awareness obtained through direct line of sight. 
It should be noted that the Regulations will be reviewed every 
five years. If technology becomes sufficiently mature to be used 
for all-round visibility then this can be reflected in the outcome 
of the review and, if necessary amendments made to the 
Regulations. 
With reference to the departure of trains it should be noted that 
cameras to assist with mooring and observation of embarkation 
are permitted as an addition to the minimum requirements for 
all-round visibility and in this application the cameras are not 
being used for navigation. 

22) LDT highlight the DfT review of DVSA legislation “The 
advent of connected and ‘autonomous’ technology in vehicles 
offers enormous opportunities in terms of safety on the roads” 
and “The introduction of autonomous technology leads to the 
possibility that human error could be reduced or even 
eliminated, providing road safety benefits, because a significant 
proportion of accidents are due to human error” (Department 
for Transport, 2014) This review lead to (Department for 
Transport, 2015) which ultimately legislated for Driverless Cars.  
 

Driverless technology is not yet widespread in the maritime 
sector outside of research projects, and the MCA is not aware 
of any current application for inland waterways passenger 
vessels in busy and dynamic environments such as the UK 
Categorised waters. Whilst the Regulations would not permit 
such technology as part of standard compliance there remains 
a provision to request exemption from the Regulations. In this 
case any exemption request would need to be supported with 
evidence that whatever technological solution being proposed 



provided an equivalent level of safety and situational 
awareness as the requirements of the Regulations.  

23) LDT quantify those specific problems in respect of the River 
Thames in which this SI will have the most effect. Methodology 
for PLA statistics for the River Thames has changed over the 
number of years but in order to try and provide a realistic 
picture, LDT provides the following table comprised from (Port 
of London Authority, 2011-2016):  
Table shown below reply table. 

It is noted that the table is compiled from PLA statistics rather 
than being a PLA produced summary table. 

 

Start End  Not keeping a 
proper Look out  

Human error  Misjudgement  Total incidents  

01/10/2012  31/03/2013  16%  29% Not given  71  

01/04/2013  30/09/2013  6%  38%  131  

01/10/2013  31/03/2014  7%  33%  54  

01/04/2014  30/09/2014  5%  Not given 20%  104  

01/10/2014  31/03/2015  Not given  17%  53  

01/04/2015  30/09/2015  Not given 97  

01/10/2015  31/03/2016  75  

01/04/2016  30/09/2016  90  

 

24) As shown the human element can be the cause of between 
45% and 17% of all accidents on the river Thames, averaged 
over the period, it is 22% of all incidents. We believe the 28 
incidents of not keeping a proper lookout would be eliminated 
entirely if technology was on watch rather than a human.  

It is not understood how the percentage figures have been 
derived. Without analysing the 28 incidents further comment 
cannot be made. However, the assumptions behind the 
assertion that all 28 incidents would be eliminated is not clear.  
 

 

The Flawed MCA Wire Telephone Solution 

25) LDT is confused by the logic for regulation 7(3). The MCA 
in other correspondence has stated it does not believe that 
technological means or aids are sufficient to inform a 
helmsman of hazards approaching their vessel.  

Regulation 7 (3) remains unchanged since the original iteration 
of these Regulations in 1992 and is not the subject of any 
proposed amendments. This Regulation is specifically for 



existing ships built prior to 1992 The visibility is still being 
provided by direct line of sight. 

26) However, the MCA process as prescribed is:  
 
i) A hazard is perceived/detected by a human,  
ii) That human audibly translates their warning into an electrical 
signal  
iii) Such a signal is then translated back to an audio signal, and 
furthermore the message sent could be miscommunicated or 
misunderstood. We note from (Maritime and Coastguard 
Agency, 2010) “Successful communications not simply a matter 
of transmitting messages clearly. It entails empathy on the part 
of the messenger to assure the listener’s readiness to hear, 
and active listening on the part of the hearer”  
iv) The helmsman with no visual data available must make 
judgements based upon the data received.  

In this case, the “data received” would be instructions from a 
suitably trained crew member. A lookout is not considered a 
“technological solution”.  
 

27) The MCA process inherently relies on technology to make 
an actionable decision. Yet the MCA, by rule 6(3) (b), state 
technology is inferior to a human. The legislation mandates 
technology otherwise there is no way for a warning signal to 
reach the helmsman. The MCA ban aids being inherent to ship 
design then as mitigation mandate a technological aid. The 
rationale seems inconsistent and illogical.  

The MCA does not ban visual aids. The standards set out in 
the proposed regulations are the minimum requirements for 
bridge visibility which may not use visual aids. Any visual aid 
used in addition to these requirements are allowed, providing 
they are additional to, and do not interfere with the 
requirements set out.  
 

28) There is a further failure in the prescribed process. Either 
the lookout must be distracted from duty by describing to an 
additional human (who then must relay the message) or in the 
worst case the lookout must abandon their post to inform the 
helmsman directly. Notification that the wired telephone is not 
working will only be found when the device is used. There is no 
fit for purpose or warning signals prescribed in the SI to 
mitigate against this.  

Verification that the telephone link is operational would form 
part of the safety management system and daily checks for a 
vessel employing this form of dedicated lookout in order to 
comply with the regulations. 



29) In respect of crew, smaller ships have limited crew 
numbers and limited resources, a failure of the telephone could 
result in a large % drain on crew abilities whilst attempting an in 
situ/ on route repair.  

Wire telephone communication links are required owing to their 
increased reliability and simplicity.  
 

30) LDT is confused that other regularly accepted methods of 
communication such as VHF radios, mobile telephones are 
deliberately excluded. We note in other legislation these 
methods are accepted communication methods. This regulation 
is restrictive, and freezes the technology at a 1980/1990 level. 
LDT recommends MCA embraces as a minimum current 
technology but also embraces new technology and the ability 
for innovation.  

See response to paragraph 29.  
 

31) Reg 7) takes no account of the human element; this 
legislation assumes a ship’s staff are able to speak a common 
language and have a common culture which is robust enough 
to prevent miscommunication. Training is not mandated nor is a 
language skill set required by the operator.  

It is a requirement of the safety management system to ensure 
all persons employed in the operation of the ships have 
received appropriate training for the duties they are required to 
fulfil.  
 

32) Regulation 8 describes an “officer of the watch” 
replacement to a wired telephone solution. LDT cannot 
differentiate between such a role and a wired camera. A 
camera device has limited failure modes to that of an officer of 
the watch as it eliminates failure modes e.g. boredom, fatigue, 
poor judgement, perception bias/unconscious selective 
attention bias, inability to see at night, to name but five.  

With respect to regulation 8, an officer of the watch is a trained 
crew member with all round visibility who is able to 
instruct/advise the helmsman accordingly. The same is true of 
a dedicated lookout who can advise the Officer of the Watch, 
albeit via telephone communication. 
A dedicated lookout (reg. 7) or officer of the watch (reg. 8) are 
both acceptable to meet the aft visibility requirements, as in 
both cases a satisfactory level of situational awareness is 
provided.   

 

APV Issues 

33) LDT is concerned that the reason this legislation is being 
changed is to do with its historical dispute with the MCA and 
the withdrawal of the arbitration claim by the MCA. 

As previously noted these Regulations are being amended to 
address a regulatory gap and provide clarification with respect 
to enclosed passenger spaces and the use of visual aids. By 
making these changes through regulatory amendment it can be 



ensured that the intent of the Regulations may be enforced and 
facilitate a level playing field. Without changes to regulations 
this would not be possible. 

34) This new legislation does not take into account APV 
specific issues. As a result, the MCA action severely curtails 
design envelopes for new vessels. 

When operating on the water an APV must comply with the 
appropriate passenger ship Regulations in the same way as 
any similar sized vessel and the amphibious nature of the craft 
and the ability to operate on the road does not change this. 

35) This legislation is in tangible conflict with road design 
policies in particular coach and HGV designs. There is a refusal 
to apply flexibility of approach to overcome any road regulatory 
requirements on the grounds that an APV is exclusively a ship. 
LDT cannot understand the MCA approach to APVs. The MCA 
classes a fishing vessels or cargo vessels operating in the 
same waters as passenger ships as needing a different level of 
safety to that of the passenger ships. We also note that 
differing ships of the same class e.g. number of passengers 
carried or differing hull forms, also have differing levels of 
safety applied. An APV is a very specific type of ship like a 
catamaran and requires specific legislation. 

As above – when on the water an APV must comply as a 
passenger ship. Flexibility is not possible unless equivalent 
arrangements are submitted for approval and deemed to 
provide an equivalent level of safety to that set by the baseline 
regulations.  
Passenger ships have long been regulated differently to cargo 
and fishing vessels reflecting the fact number of persons 
exposed to risk and the fact that passengers are untrained. It 
should be noted that the local navigation authority has authority 
over cargo and workboat vessels operating solely in their 
waters. 
The point regarding catamarans is not understood – in the 
context of general regulation a catamaran must comply like any 
other passenger ship, however in certain areas where the 
hullform makes a material difference to the mode of compliance 
there may be specific provisions for catamarans. There are no 
such provisions with regards wheelhouse visibility. 

36) MCA published, prior to closure of this consultation, a view 
that innovative design could be created at approximately 12 
tonnes to solve all issues. This indicates the Amgram report 
had not been considered by the MCA. This point is addressed 
by Amgram confirming, from a design perspective, a weight 
reduction to 12 tonnes is unachievable. 

It is not known how this statement relates to the consultation on 
amendments to the bridge visibility Regulations. 

37) This intransigent MCA approach, together with MSN 1823, 
and the new SI will kill the APV industry in the UK. This is 

This opinion is noted. The Maritime & Coastguard Agency 
(MCA) is committed to preventing loss of life at sea and at the 



contrary to the MCA’s Growth Study aims of promoting 
business and growth. 

coast; continuously improving maritime safety, and protecting 
the marine environment – safer lives, safer ships, cleaner seas. 

38) Regulation 9(4) is in direct confrontation with road 
regulation e.g. windows on smaller Amphibious Passenger 
Vehicles e.g. 12-16 passengers would be mandated to have a 
windscreen tilting inwards. This is not a permitted design on the 
road. 

It is for the designer of an APV type ship to ensure that all 
applicable Regulations are satisfied for both road and water 
operation. In the case of a conflict that cannot be resolved then 
a case would need to be made for acceptance of arrangements 
where these could be shown to achieve equivalent levels of 
safety. 

39) LDT has previously supplied a copy of independent work 
on generic next generation APVs. This report by Amgram Ltd, 
stated that the deck of the ship must be at a height of 1.4m 
from the keel of the ship or “baseline”. When combined with the 
road regulations an initial canopy height for a single decked 
vessel will be 2.7m above baseline. Including a 0.3m ground 
clearance, the canopy will be 3m from the road surface. As 
such this SI under reg 5(1) demands a head height in excess of 
3m. This is excessive. It is the equivalent of having the driver 
on the top deck of a bus. This poses serious safety hazards to 
cyclists and pedestrians, contra to DfT policy on ‘hierarchy of 
needs’ placing pedestrians and cyclists above coaches and 
buses. 

Please note that new APVs (built after 2010) operating on 
inland waterways will not be regulated under these Regulations 
as they must comply with the requirements of MSN 1823 
(which contains bridge visibility requirements). The design of 
‘next generation’ APVs is not relevant to the Regulations under 
consideration. 

40) The MCA is under an obligation to consider the MAIB 
recommendation 2014/153 “Identify single points of contact for 
amphibious vehicle issues and put processes in place to allow 
them to work together, in consultation with the industry, to 
explore potential cross agency synergies, identify regulatory 
conflicts and agree a coherent approach to the survey and 
certification of new and existing Amphibious Passenger 
Vehicles”. The MCA evidence demonstrates that the 
recommendation has been ignored. The alternative MCA 
process is not coherent and creates regulatory conflicts. The 

It is not considered that the proposed amendments to the 
bridge visibility Regulations create regulatory conflict and it is 
noted that the bulk of the Regulations is unchanged.  
 
The consultation was sent to Tfl and DVSA and no comments 
were received. MCA regulate passenger ships on the Thames 
in terms of passenger ship certification, this does not mean that 
other regulators do not impose other requirements linked to 
licensing or operation as a ‘riverbus’.  
 



draft SI as presented clearly demonstrates a breakdown in 
joined up thinking within the DfT. 
i) TFL have responsibility for the Clipper service operating on 
the River Thames. They have recently instructed/regulated the 
operator in respect of the enclosed passenger compartment 
space matters. 
Other regulators are therefore regulating on enclosed 
passenger spaces on Thames vessels. This consultation 
appears to have ignored other stakeholders. 

41) There remains a question of when an APV is within MCA 
jurisdiction vs DVSA/VCA jurisdiction, this approach will 
continue the insurance liability and legal uncertainty. 

APV are required to hold passenger ship certification where 
they intend to operate as a passenger ship. The bridge visibility 
Regulations form part of this along with Regulations for 
construction, fire, Life Saving Appliances etc. 

42) LDT quote a copy of the relevant text from the Amgram 
report 
b) The road regulations (UNECE Add 106 reg 107) have some 
specifics for passenger and roof heights: Seat height must be 
between 400-500 from the floor, which is in the region assumed 
for the VCG calculation (value used 450mm) A vehicle roof 
must be 900mm from the seat or 1350 from the floor, which 
makes the minimum height of the vehicle 2.7m of the road. In 
practice the APV will need full headroom for the marine 
environment, so the expected APV height would be around 
3.4m 
c. At an overall APV height of around 3.4m the driver/pilot will 
be positioned very high with potential for risk to pedestrians 
and cyclists. 
d. At this overall height the APV is approaching the maximum 
feasible road height limit of 3.8m 

Noted – although see above regarding regulation of new-build 
vessels. 

 

LDT Specific Issues. 



43) The LDT vessels were plan approved in 1999 and started 
operating in 2000. LDT was assessed in keeping with the 1992 
SI 2357 until the change in the law in 2005. LDT was and is 
certified as compliant under the subsequent versions of the SI. 

The remit of the MCA is, in this respect, to ensure appropriate 
and effective safety regulation of passenger ships. As with all 
areas of regulation, safety regulation evolves over time in order 
to keep pace with the latest developments in, for example, 
vessel design, international requirements, and contemporary 
understanding of safety issues. Operators are expected to be 
aware of changing regulation and the need to comply with this.  
 
The regulations represent a proportionate response to address 
a regulatory gap and to clarify the definition of enclosed 
passenger deck and the use of visual aids to ensure sight lines. 
Where the MCA is aware that existing regulation may be 
unclear, it is their duty to correct this. It is inevitable that greater 
clarity will sometimes lead to a different regulatory outcome. 

44) The MCA, by its own admission on 4th March 2014, had 
lost its own documentation on LDT’s plan approval. The MCA 
has ignored over 10 year’s safe operation, its own surveyor’s 
precedents, and its own approval paperwork. LDT notes that 
the consultation states the 2005 legislation is being corrected to 
bring it back in line with the 1992 legislation. The MCA proclaim 
there are errors in 1998 and 2005. These ‘corrections’ will take 
LDT into a state of non-compliance. It is not until the 
misinterpretation of existing compliance initiated by MCA 
Southampton overriding 13 years of different surveyor 
approvals with LDT did the issue arise. LDT notes the MCA are 
opting to exempt LDT from the legislation that creates the non-
compliance. This appears illogical and renders this change in 
law moot. 

This consultation is not intended to address the historic 
relationship between LDT and MCA. As noted above, where 
the MCA is satisfied that there is a lack of clarity in safety 
regulations, it must seek to correct this. 
 
It is not correct to say that “the MCA are opting to exempt LDT 
from the legislation.” The amended regulations make provision 
for any operator, including LDT, to seek an exemption from 
certain requirements of the regulations. Such an exemption will 
only be granted if the applicant can demonstrate that certain 
conditions are met and following consideration and approval 
from MCA.  

45) Over the last 15 years the situational awareness and ability 
of the operators of the Dukw to notice hazards from the astern 
has been demonstrated. No incident where a Dukw has been 
involved in a collision has arisen due to the inability of the 

MCA position on visual aids and astern visibility has been 
clearly stated.  



master to detect, and react to a hazard from astern. No 
evidence has been produced by the MCA to suggest risk will be 
reduced by the elimination of visual aids. The LDT fleet did not 
require visual aids and were always secondary for the master. 

46) The MCA has failed to act reasonably in its dealings on the 
issue of Wheelhouse Visibility. The MCA withheld LDT’s 
Passenger Certificates based on an incorrect interpretation of 
the regulatory requirements for Wheelhouse Visibility in 2014, 
and then subsequently unilaterally and without reasonable 
justification the MCA doctored LDT’s MSF 1261 form dated 
27/06/2014 to suit the MCA’s position. To change the 
legislation after acknowledging compliance, withdrawing from 
the arbitration and without any evidence of increased risk is a 
disproportionate and vexatious response. We also note the 
public declarations of officers involved as far back November 
2013 which demonstrate a biased viewpoint. 

It would not be appropriate for the MCA to comment on these 
allegations in this context. The MCA’s position on the need for 
these regulations has been clearly stated above. 

47) LDT’s ability to comply with the regulations had been 
previously confirmed in writing by two different MCA surveyors 
and then repeatedly for over 13 years by way of receiving 
unqualified PCs. 

As noted in response to paragraph 43, where the MCA has 
identified a need for amendments to a regulatory scheme, 
operators are expected to comply with this.  

48) Certification extends to multiple vessels certified by 
different surveyors over an extended period of time before and 
after the legislation came into force. All surveyors have stated 
LDT complied. After 11 years of full compliance, the MCA 
incorrectly insisted that LDT was not compliant/ The decision of 
MCA officers to deliberately ignore documentation is highly 
suspect. Documentation such as: 
i) Drawings showing compliance in multiple forms by an 
independent firm of naval architects had been submitted. This 
firm is accredited as a Certifying Authority. 
ii) An exercise and study on Wheelhouse Visibility 2004 
conducted by the BMT but commissioned by the MCA. The 

As noted in response to paragraph 43, where the MCA has 
identified a need for amendments to a regulatory scheme, 
operators are expected to comply with this. 



conclusions were that LDT was safe and complied with the 
spirit and letter of the existing legislation. The MCA state this 
was an anonymous survey. However, that does not discredit 
the findings and confirmation of compliance to LDT. MCA 
should accept its own findings. 
iii) Compromise documentation via MCA surveyors in 2014. 

49) After persistent correspondence from LDT, in the face of an 
MCA entirely unwilling to change its opinion despite factual 
evidence of the MCA’s own work confirming compliance, LDT 
submitted an application for arbitration. Following this 
application for arbitration, the MCA withdrew its defence and 
the existing legislation was then correctly implemented in 
retrospect by the MCA. 

It would not be appropriate for MCA to comment on legal 
correspondence with the LDT in this context. 

50) To have the existing legislation for the entire country 
changed for one operator (which the MCA admit in the recent 
RTA report) is vexatious and disproportionate. 

It is necessary to clarify the Regulations properly in order to 
provide a clear policy for all operators ensuring a level playing 
field. It is also essential that the Regulations fully reflect the 
Policy intent with regards to bridge visibility. Whilst only one 
operator has indicated a potential impact at this time, the 
Regulations will apply equally to all passenger vessels in the 
scope of application (both presently operating and any future 
operation of in-scope vessels) including APVs. 

51) LDT also emphasises that minutes of meetings with MCA 
and notes given in responses to other consultations have 
demonstrated a pre-determined view 

This opinion is noted. 

52) LDT notes the proposed change in operating procedures 
i.e. the removal of screens. This creates three safety hazards: 
i) Passengers do not listen to and refuse instructions regarding 
rolled up windows when it is raining. 
ii) Passengers stand up and there is an increased risk of falling 
overboard. 
iii) Exposure risk especially among the old and infirm. 

The control of passengers is part of the safe operation of the 
ship and needs to be part of the safety management system. 
The screens should be removed entirely from the vessels 
during waterborne operations to avoid issues caused by rolling 
down on the water. Decisions as to the weather parameters for 
operation of the vessel with regards to passenger comfort rest 
with the operator as part of their safe operating procedures. 



53) Some passengers do not speak English, combined with 
sudden rainfall, passengers will ignore instructions or not fully 
comprehend them. Some will walk around the boat to avoid 
getting wet. This practice was witnessed in the period July - 
September 2014. Passengers folded down screens despite 
multiple instructions. This action created a safety issue, crew 
had to deal with crowd control rather than attend to their normal 
duties. MCA enforcement action will also be complicated as 
passengers who wilfully fail to follow instructions and distract 
the crew, could cause the MCA to have some problems in the 
event of an incident. APVs usually do not have different points 
for disembarkation of unruly passengers whilst on the water. 

Please see the responses above with regards to control of 
passengers and safe operation. 

54) Due to the above, LDT believe concepts of rolling up and 
rolling down or complete removal of plastic screens to be more 
dangerous and legally complicated than the current situation. 
LDT have not seen any evidence which contradicts this view. 

The MCA consider that complete removal of the screens while 
operating on the water is necessary to achieve the required all-
round visibility from the control position.  
 

55) The MCA did not collect or ask for any data from LDT when 
undertaking this RTA assessment. This would have influenced 
their position. LDT, consider this assessment systemically 
flawed. 

During preparation of the Impact Assessment economists used 
LDT information to inform the assessment outcomes. LDT were 
then asked for additional information and clarification to allow 
the figures to input to the Impact Assessment. It is thus 
considered that LDT have had opportunity to fully contribute to 
the Impact Assessment and that their views have been 
adequately considered and incorporated. 

 

56) to 89) 

Paragraphs 56 to 89 of the LDT response, relating to specific concerns with the RTA and the original economic assessment by the 

MCA, are considered to be addressed by the full impact assessment that has been prepared and is currently out for consultation.  

Conclusion 

90) As suggested by John Hayes in his letter dated January 
2015 there are more proportionate and reasonable ways for the 

Because of the need to clarify the intent of the Regulations for 
all operators it is necessary to amend the legislation. 



MCA and LDT to jointly address this matter than resorting to 
retrospective legislation. The MCA have adopted a 
contradictory, and inconsistent approach, thus continuing to 
create uncertainty for LDT. 

Addressing the matter through discussion with LDT would not 
clarify matters relating to enclosed passenger spaces and 
visual aids for any other operator in the scope of the 
Regulations – and would also not address the regulatory gap 
for vessels between 45 and 55m in length. 

91) The MCA refuse to embrace modern technology as a 
primary source of improving safety. This will send the industry 
backwards, reduce tonnage on the UK register and curtail a 
fledgling industry. The MCA should embrace new technology 
and legislate to use technology as a primary method of 
reducing risk. 

The proposed regulations do not impose an outright ban on 
innovative solutions and there is provision to seek to use 
alternative solutions provided an equivalent level of safety can 
be achieved. That said, the MCA does not believe that any 
currently available technology is able to replicate the situational 
awareness obtained through direct line of sight. 
It should be noted that the Regulations will be reviewed every 
five years as part of the Governments ongoing commitment to 
better regulation. If technology becomes sufficiently mature to 
be used for all-round visibility then this can be reflected in the 
outcome of the review and, if necessary amendments made to 
the Regulations. 

92) The case to withdraw this draft legislation aimed at a single 
operator is overwhelming. LDT remains willing, as envisaged at 
the time of the John Hayes letter, to discuss the MCA’s ongoing 
concerns. 

The willingness of LDT to enter into discussion is noted and 
welcomed. It is, however, necessary to amend the Regulations 
to ensure that there is clarity and a level playing field for all 
operators. 

93) The MCA’s own records confirm the legislation only affects 
LDT (as per the FOI information) so a dialogue and agreement 
should be reached without wasting government funds in this 
way. 

It is necessary to clarify the Regulations properly so that the 
policy is clear for all operators. Dialogue and agreement with 
LDT will not prevent a reoccurrence of the issue. In addition, 
the Regulatory gap for vessels between 45 and 55m in length 
(which does not affect LDT) will not be solved with dialogue 
and agreement with LDT. 

94) LDT invite the MCA to enter into dialogue with LDT on this 
matter to facilitate any MCA concerns to be addressed. In 
conclusion LDT additionally believe this positive approach also 
supports and contributes to the priorities and objectives as laid 
out within the MCA business plan which states that the MCA 

As above, the willingness of LDT to enter into discussion is 
noted and welcomed. It is, however, necessary to amend the 
Regulations to ensure that there is clarity and a level playing 
field for all operators. 
 



“look forward very much to the opportunities it will be bring for a 
more commercial outlook, with stronger customer centric 
stakeholder relationships” (Maritime & Coastguard Agency, 
2016/17) 

 

 
 
 


